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Women and War: A Bibliography of Recent Works

ANNETTE DEMERS

Since the end of the Cold War, a number of regional conflicts worldwide have devastated innocent populations. The conflicts in Rwanda and in the Balkans come to mind as prominent examples. With these developments the literature about women and war has proliferated.

In particular, there is a growing emphasis on the impact of war on women. The literature emphasizes a number of concerns. In most countries, women form the center of the family and bear the economic and social burden of keeping their families together throughout times of conflict and upheaval. Women's essential role in childbearing and procreation makes them targets of genocide and rape. Unarmed women with children suffer by the very vulnerability of their situations.

Protecting women victims of war can only be done by formulating research, law and policy which recognizes the vulnerable position of women in war torn areas. In order to assist researchers, the author has compiled a bibliography of books and articles written in the last 10 years, with an emphasis on legal literature.

Of particular and increasing significance, are articles written about post-conflict justice in domestic and international law. With the new International Criminal Court and the essential role that has been provided to women and war victims in determining its process and functioning, post-conflict justice has entered the forefront of legal literature in this area. Many authors have discussed the importance of including war crimes against women in interpreting humanitarian laws. Other authors have examined the International Criminal Court, the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda and their usefulness in seeking justice for women victims of war. Several authors argue that rape should be included in definitions of war crimes.

The literature in this area reveals that violence against women during wartime occurs with shocking frequency and is pervasive throughout the

* Annette Demers is a reference librarian at the University of Windsor's Paul Martin Law Library.
world. The issues are also complex and multifaceted, and the literature reflects this complexity. One finds material covering:

- case studies of attacks on particular communities and groups;
- domestic legal analysis;
- international legal analysis;
- feminist analysis;
- sociological analysis;
- moral analysis;
- political analysis.

Peace-building, female soldiers, sexual violence, abuse by peacekeepers, and post-war reconstruction are all examples of works in this area.

Accordingly, one can find a wide array of literature, touching on a number of countries and issues. To try to categorize such works to make them accessible is an arduous task. The most difficult aspect was deciding whether or not to include works with little or no legal component. In the past few years there have been several comparative, multi-author books published which focus on feminist analysis and case studies of women and war. For a good critical analysis, authors in this field must have evidence of the situation of the women in regions they are concerned about. Providing such background helps enlighten the reader, increase awareness, and it provides the necessary backdrop to further analysis. Researchers working in this area require descriptive and analytical works that may not necessarily contain any significant legal component. To truly make these works accessible to the legal researcher, and to ensure these voices are heard, most individual chapters of interdisciplinary works have been noted and placed under the appropriate heading.

The materials in this bibliography are ordered by topic. The heading "Comparative Works" was one of the original topics, since many of the monographs listed are compilations of regional case studies, written by different authors. This heading was too broad, however, to convey the value of the contents of such works. The topics "Female Soldiers" and "Feminist Analyses" were previously removed, but then included again as such literature may be useful for legal researchers. The "Justice and Legal Analyses" section was originally one long section entitled "Post Conflict Justice", however discussions of domestic law, international law, international tribunals and truth commissions required further breakdown of this topic to ensure efficient access.

This bibliography was compiled in part by using the Harvard Library catalog, an excellent source for identifying monographs on a given topic. This library catalog does, from time to time, include tables of contents, which I found very helpful for this project. Amazon.com and Google Book Search also provide Tables of Contents for a significant portion of the books listed
here, including page numbers, for chapters. For researching legal journal articles, Hein Online as well as Lexis Nexis and Westlaw were all useful. Where the subject matter of the article or work was not apparent from its title, the book or article itself was scrutinized to ensure accuracy in classifying it, and from time to time, book reviews were also used.

*Denotes symposium issue.
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Bibliographies

A number of bibliographies on the subject of women and war have already been published. Most have a very specific focus. For example, the International Center for Human Rights and Democratic Development has
compiled a bibliography of works which discuss the Tokyo "comfort women" tribunal. Elenor Richter-Lyonette's bibliography focuses on the Balkan Wars and Zawati's and Mahmoud's work is a reference for those interested also in the conflict in Rwanda. The other, more general works listed here all have contents ending about the year 2000.


**Command Responsibility**

One issue that has been touched on by a small group of authors is whether or not the international law principle of command responsibility could be applied to wartime gendered crimes. Under international law, a person in authority may be held criminally responsible for the acts of subordinates in wartime, and the authors below argue that this is one clear doctrine upon which military leaders could be held accountable for war crimes against women. Jennifer Murray extends the argument further, asking whether the doctrine could give rise to accountability among the leaders of the
U.N. peacekeeping mission to Bosnia who failed to arrest a human trafficking ring within their ranks.


Female Soldiers

One issue that has arisen in the literature is women's involvement in wartime as soldiers, guerrillas or freedom fighters. Feminist analyses and case studies which tell the story of how women become involved in military action and the struggles they face, both within the ranks and at home. Angela Veale's article discusses the fate of female soldiers who fought in Ethiopia and their struggles to reintegrate into society.


**Feminist Analyses**

Outside the legal realm are many articles and other works which analyze war and peace using feminist theory. Such works may be of interest in advancing our understanding of how war and conflict are human constructs which reflect the social values of particular groups and structures. Such analyses may be useful for making policy arguments as well as for advocating for institutional, procedural or structural change. Diplomats, lawmakers, judges, prosecutors, victims advocates and all players in the legal system can also benefit from having an increased awareness of the feminist perspective on war.


**Impact on Women**

Accounts of the impact of war on women appear in both legal and social sciences literature.

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) such as Amnesty International, the International Committee of the Red Cross and the Asian
Center for Women's Human Rights are well known for their vivid, personal accounts of the impact of war on local populations. Broad-based works such as Cynthia Enloe's book *Maneuvers* (above) and Madelaine Gagnon's work provide a series of case-based analyses of particular war torn regions and groups. They are valuable for the depth and breadth of the background and detail they provide, and they give a comparative overview to illustrate how widespread this problem is. Lisa Avery's article provides a broad overview of the many consequences of war for women worldwide as she argues the benefits of a new law introduced in the United States to call attention to this tragic phenomenon.


Issues in Peacekeeping

The role that the United Nations Civilian Police played in trafficking women in Bosnia and Herzegovina brought to light the potential for abuse by unchecked and untrained peacekeepers. Jennifer Murray and Paul Higate document these aspects of peacekeeping that have arisen both in the Balkans and in Africa. Also referenced is the new United Nations Department of Peacekeeping Operations Gender Resource Package for Peacekeeping Operations. It helps teach peacekeepers about gender issues they will encounter as a result of their operations. Janet Beilstein discusses the expanding role of women in UN peacekeeping operations.


*The Postwar Moment: Militaries, Masculinities, and International Peacekeeping* (Cynthia Cockburn ed., Lawrence and Wishart Ltd. 2002).


**Justice and Legal Analyses**

When the Statute of Rome which created the International Criminal Court was first negotiated, stakeholders from around the world worked tirelessly to ensure the inclusion of provisions to ensure the participation of women and victims in its processes. Other international criminal tribunals, ad hoc tribunals and truth-commissions have been set up around the world to try to vindicate war victims. There is a plethora of legal literature surrounding the impact of such tribunals, as well as discussions of their jurisdiction, procedures, investigative process, political entanglements, evidentiary issues and more. The emphasis in the following articles is the extent to which such mechanisms might be used to obtain retribution for women war victims. Articles which flesh out the international law protections for women civilians under the Geneva Conventions, customary international law, and the torture conventions are also included here. One group of authors explores whether women war victims may advance their cause using domestic avenues in the United States. There is also a burgeoning body of literature calling for rape to be included in definitions of war crimes. This group of literature is included under a separate heading at the end of this bibliography entitled Sexual Violence.
Overviews and Historical Perspectives


Domestic Law


Higgins, Angela M. Student Author. "Else We Are Condemned to Go from Darkness to Darkness": *Victims of Gender-Based War Crimes and the Need for Civil Redress in U.S. Courts*, 70 U. M. K. C. L. Rev. 677 (2002).


Humanitarian Law

Campbell, Kirsten. Legal Memories: Sexual Assault, Memory, and International Humanitarian Law, 28 Signs: J. Women Culture & Socy. 149 (Autumn 2002).


**International Tribunals**


Process and Procedure


Callamard, Agnès, et al. Investigating Women’s Rights Violations in Armed Conflicts
( Amnesty Intl.  2001).


Truth Commissions


Peacebuilding


**Post-Conflict Issues**

In the social sciences literature, one group of articles addresses the fundamental role that women have played in rebuilding their war-torn communities. Handrahan and Onyejekwe's works are examples of this body of literature. Another group of literature takes a hard look at the situation of women before and after conflict arguing that patriarchal socio-political structures usually remain in place both during and after war-time upheaval. For example, both Mertus' and Meintjes' works provide critical analyses of the socio-political role of women in war time. The authors argue that the situation of women often deteriorates further once the fighting has died down. Julie Mertus' article also examines various approaches to securing women's equality, and the structural barriers which exist.


Regional Discussions

With the large number of conflicts that occurred in the twentieth century throughout the world, writings have emerged which focus on gender issues in specific conflict zones. Below is a list of 53 regions where literature has been written about the impact of war on women in that particular conflict zone.¹⁷⁰

The list of countries and regions is worldwide, from Afghanistan to Vietnam. The list in particular includes such widely examined regions as the Balkans and Rwanda. Women's situations in earlier conflicts that have been brought to light recently and which have also been the subject of extensive scholarship include the quest for justice by the "comfort women" of Japan during World War II, the conflicts in Ireland, and the suffering of Jewish women during the holocaust. Such works are included where new research has been published in recent years. The experiences of women in the Middle East and Southeast Asia are also included in this section. Many African countries also appear individually as the many regional conflicts on that continent continue to impact the lives of women there. I have also included works on Latin American and Caribbean countries such as Guatemala, Nicaragua, Columbia and Haiti.

Aceh (Nanggro Aceh Darussalam)

Siapno, Jacqueline. Gender, Nationalism, and the Ambiguity of Female Agency in Aceh, Indonesia, and East Timor, in Frontline Feminisms:

¹⁷⁰ Note that comparative works are duplicated for every region they discuss.

Afghanistan


Africa


**Angola**


**Balkans**


Hoefgen, Anne M. Student Author. *"There Will Be No Justice Unless Women Are Part of That Justice": Rape in Bosnia, the ICTY and "Gender Sensitive" Prosecution*, 14 Wis. Women's L.J. 155 (1999).


Morokvasic-Müller, Mirjana. *From Pillars of Yugoslavism to Targets of Violence: Interethnic Marriages in the Former Yugoslavia and Thereafter,*


*The Postwar Moment: Militaries, Masculinities, and International Peacekeeping* (Cynthia Cockburn ed., Lawrence and Wishart Ltd. 2002).


Sackellares, Stephanie N. Student Author. *From Bosnia to Sudan: Sexual Violence in Modern Armed Conflict*, 20 Wis. Women's L. J. 137 (2005).


**Bangladesh**


**Burma**


Burundi


Cambodia


Chad


Chechnya


**China**


**Colombia**


**Cyprus**


**Democratic Republic of the Congo**


**East Timor**


**El Salvador**


**Eritrea**


**Ethiopia**


**Georgia**


**Ghana**


**Guatemala**


Ciborski, Marion. *Guatemala: We Thought it was Only the Men They Would Kill*, in *War’s Dirty Secret: Rape, Prostitution, and Other Crimes Against Women* 124, (Anne Llewellyn Barstow ed., Pilgrim Press 2000).

Fagen, Patricia Weiss, & Sally W. Yudelman. *El Salvador and Guatemala: Refugee Camp and Repatriation Experiences*, in *Women and Civil War:*


Haiti


India


Indonesia


Iran


Iraq


Ireland


Israel


Japan


Stetz, Margarett D. Legacies of the Comfort Women of World War II (M. E. Sharpe Inc. 2001).


Jewish Holocaust


Kashmir


Kenya


Korea


Latin America


Liberia


Mali


Mozambique


Namibia


Nepal


Nicaragua


Palestinian Territories (West Bank, Gaza Strip, and other disputed regions)


Sharoni, Simona. *Rethinking Women's Struggles in Israel-Palestine and in the North of Ireland*, in *Victims, Perpetrators or Actors? Gender, Armed*

Pakistan


Rwanda


Des Forges, Alison. Leave None to Tell the Story: Genocide in Rwanda (Human Rights Watch 1999).


**Sierra Leone**


**Somalia**


**South Africa**


**South Asia**


**Sri Lanka**


de Alwis, Malathi. *The "Purity" of Displacement and the Reterritorialization of Longing: Muslim IDPs in Northwestern Sri Lanka*, in *Sites of Violence:*


Sudan


Pol, Mirjam. We Have to Sit Down: Women, War, and Peace in Southern Sudan. (Pax Christi, 1998).
Taiwan

Barstow, Anne Llewellyn. Taiwan: Money Can't Buy Our Youth Back; Apology Can't Make Up for Our Fate, in War’s Dirty Secret: Rape, Prostitution, and Other Crimes Against Women 38, (Anne Llewellyn Barstow ed., Pilgrim Press 2000).

Tibet


Uganda


Vietnam


Sexual Violence
One of the most extensively researched areas in this body of literature are the accounts of sexual violence against women during wartime. In wartime, women's bodies are used to placate armies, as in Japan, or forced into prostitution for profit. In many cases, forced impregnation is used as a weapon of genocide, and rape is used as a tool of humiliation against cultures and religions. In other regions, women are treated as war prizes or used by warring factions. The following lengthy list ties together the literature which focuses on this horrendous offshoot of war and women's efforts to have rape included in the definition and prosecution of war crimes under international law.\(^{171}\)


---

\(^{171}\) Since much of the regional discussions for the Balkans and Japan emphasize sexual violence during wartime, such works were not repeated below, but the reader is encouraged to review these sections for further works in this area.


http://www.ibiblio.org/obl/docs/License_to_rape.pdf.


Sackellares, Stephanie N. Student Author. *From Bosnia to Sudan: Sexual Violence in Modern Armed Conflict*, 20 Wis. Women's L.J. 137 (2005).


Wood, Stephanie K. *A Woman Scorned for the "Least Condemned" War Crime: Precedent and Problems with Prosecuting Rape as a Serious War

Symposia


Rape as a Weapon of War in the Former Yugoslavia. 5 Hastings Women's L. J. 1 (1994).

Special Topic: Gender and War; Commentaries. 9 Duke J. Gender L. & Policy 195 (2002).


Conclusion

Reviewing this group of literature is sobering and thought-provoking. In this bibliography, I have tracked documentation of 53 war torn regions and the impact of these wars on the women who live there. How many million women’s lives have been affected by war? Frighteningly, most of these wars have taken place in just the past fifty years. The modern age – the age when the western world is enjoying a high standard of living, low poverty and high life expectancy. We in the western world prefer to think of ourselves as enlightened, yet the literature of women and war compels us to ask ourselves what social forces are at work in today's world to make women the targets of this degree of violence? Where were we, as a people, when these atrocities were carried out? How should we respond?

Look closely and we may find that the luxuries we enjoy today come at an extraordinary cost. Colonialism’s legacy of abuse and destabilization, the military industrial complex, rampant consumerism, and the lust for oil: one must understand that all of these actions have an impact on human beings elsewhere on the planet. Although history may not find us personally responsible for perpetrating crimes against our fellow human beings, history will judge us for our complicity if we fail to take the initiative to stop atrocities.